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Introduction
Cross border recognition of authentication methods/electronic
signatures:
• What is “cross border recognition”; Why is it relevant?
• Which international laws are there in relation to electronic
signatures?
• How did the EU address cross border recognition in the
Electronic Signatures Directive (Directive 1999/93/EC (“the
Electronic Signatures Directives, ESD”)?
• Standardization: Do we need it, what can be said about the
level of standardization?
• In view of the answers to the above questions, are there
practical solutions?
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Cross border recognition, why is it relevant?
Cross border recognition has the following aspects:
• A technical one: interoperability
• Several legal ones: Will an electronic signature product of a
supplier of country A be recognised under the national laws
of country B?
• What are the legal effects of use of an electronic signature
in a cross border transaction?
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International Legislation
• Initiatives from the UN, and the ICC and OECD
• However, non of these initiatives provide for binding
international laws
• Important initiative: The UNCITRAL Model law on electronic
commerce and the Model law on Electronic Signatures
(MES)
• With respect to cross border recognition Article 12 MES is
key. Principle: “non discrimination on the grounds of
location”
• Since the mid nineties: many national laws throughout the
world have been adopted throughout the world
• European Signatures Directive is currently only binding
international law. Obviously, this directive only binds
Member States
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Cross Border Recognition EU
In the EU the ESD has created a legal framework aimed at
facilitating use of the electronic signature and their legal
recognition
The following articles are relevant for cross border
recognition:
• Market access (Article 3 ESD)
• Home state control, free circulation of electronic signature
products in the internal market (Article 4 ESD)
• Legal effects of electronic signatures (Article 5)
• International recognition of third countries (Article 7)
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Legal effects in EU
Article 5 ESD
• What has been harmonised?
• What not?
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Article 5 Legal effects of electronic signatures (1)
1. Member States shall ensure that advanced electronic
signatures which are based on a qualified certificate and
which are created by a secure-signature-creation device:
a) satisfy the legal requirements of a signature in relation
to data in electronic form in the same manner as a
handwritten signature satisfies those requirements in
relation to paper-based data; and
b) are admissible as evidence in legal proceedings.
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Meaning that the following criteria must have been
complied with:
………………..
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Article 2 ESD
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Annex II
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Annex III
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Article 5 Legal effects of electronic signatures (2)

2. Member States shall ensure that an electronic signature is
not denied legal effectiveness and admissibility as
evidence in legal proceedings solely on the grounds that it
is:
– in electronic form, or
– not based upon a qualified certificate, or
– not based upon a qualified certificate issued by an
accredited certification-service-provider, or
– not created by a secure signature-creation device.
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Cross Border Recognition of non Member States
Article 7 contains three alternatives for recognition of
qualified certificates issued by a certification service
provider established in a third country:
• The certification service provider must comply with directive
requirements and must have been accredited
• An EU certification service provider guarantees the
certificate
• Recognition by bi- or multilateral agreements
Note: There is no obligation as to the electronic signature
product as such, nor an ordinary certificate. Here each
individual national law of the EU Member will provide the
answer
These kind of additional requirements appear often in
electronic signature legislation around the world
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Standards
There have been international initiatives on
standardization initiated by for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ITU (x.509)
American Bar Association
Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation (Apec)
The Internet Engineering Task Force
The W3C
OASIS Digital Signature Services

• European Commission: the European Electronic Signature
Standardisation Initiative (EESSI). Result:
CEN Workshops Agreements, (such as CWA 14167 and
CWA 14167) (article 3 subparagraph 5 ESD)
• ETSI produced numerous technical specifications, for
instance: Electronic Signatures Formats TS 101 733,
Qualified Certificate Profile, TS 101 862 and Policy
Requirements for Certification Authorities Issuing Qualified
Certificates, TS 101 456 (see: www.ict.etsi.org)
However, no global standard exists currently
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Practical solutions for B2B transactions

• Make a choice of law and forum
• Insert a Signature Policy in the electronic agreement
• Explore the possibilities to insert evidentiary clauses
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Conclusions
In the EU context the validity of electronic signatures created by the ESD
is a bare minimum:
• The number of requirements for functional equivalence (Article 5) that
have to be satisfied are (too?) substantial
• All other kinds of electronic signatures are uncertain as to the legal effect
or admissibility, this again depends on national laws and interpretation
by national courts
• Recognition of EU originating electronic signatures in third countries is
diverse and requires prior assessment of the applicable laws of such
country
• Recognition in the EU of electronic signatures originating from non EU
countries, depends on national laws in the EU: As regards the ESD, only
qualified certificates are recognised when the Article 7 conditions are
complied with
• Yet, electronic signatures are here to stay and many of the existing
uncertainties can be overcome in a practical way
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